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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to review and synthesize
scholarly articles on influencer-generated content. Specifically,
it attempts to identify: (1) theoretical foundations that have
been used, (2) research methods that have been employed, and
(3) research foci and future directions. Based on the in-depth
content analysis of 167 related articles, this paper finds that 5
commonly used underpinning theories, namely, selfpresentation theory, online information processing theory,
knowledge persuasion theory, signaling theory, and
warranting theory. Primary and secondary research data from
diverse sources, quantitative and qualitative analysis
approaches have been employed by the articles. Current
research foci include three clusters—identifying social media
influencers, investigating influencers’ motivations for creating
content and assessing the social and economic impacts of
influencer-generated content. Correspondingly, three research
perspectives—content creator perspective, content generation
perspective, and content impacts perspective are adopted to
guide the future directions.
Keywords-content analysis; influencer-generated content;
online influencers; social media; user-generated content

I.

INTRODUCTION

Users create and consume information conveniently on
social media through what is known as user-generated
content. In particular, the content created by social media
influencers such as opinion leaders and online celebrities is
increasingly viewed as sources of valuable and believable
information for people who follow them [1]. This is also a
favorable condition to increase the diffusion and impact of
the content generated by social media influencers [2].
Firms have been turning to such influencers who can
generate impactful content to endorse their brands [3]. This
is because they are able to connect target consumers with
brands while maintaining direct communication with their
following [4]. Also, feedback from these influencers in the
form of online consumption reviews was found to influence
consumers' purchasing decisions significantly [5]. As a
result, influencer-generated content (IGC) is regarded as
persuasive references for information seekers in solving
problems and decision-making.
In addition to having gained great interest from the
industry, IGC has also received much attention from the
academic community. For example, scholars in business and
management have joined the bandwagon due to the impact of
IGC on online brand images[2], [6]. In contrast, researchers

from social sciences such as communications studies and
information science seek to explore how IGC affects others’
communication strategies and information processing[7], [8].
Since the IGC is studied by scholars from diverse disciplines,
the underpinning theories and methods used by current
research may be varied.
Moreover, the findings from current research need to be
discussed further because studies from different areas may
lead to multiple research foci and future directions. However,
such discussions would not be possible without an in-depth
understanding of what is known and what is unknown in this
research area. This calls for reviewing the landscape of
research on IGC. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to
review and synthesize scholarly articles on IGC.
Specifically, it attempts to identify: (1) theoretical
foundations that have been used, (2) research methods that
have been employed, and (3) research foci and future
directions that remain unaddressed.
This paper is significant for three reasons. First, it
uncovers the underpinning theories used in current research.
This helps us understand how to understand ICG by drawing
on a given theoretical lens. Second, it offers an overview of
the methods used to study IGC. This summary could inform
us how to address problems related to IGC as well as serve
as a springboard to develop new methodological ideas.
Third, it highlights research foci and future directions
regarding IGC. In doing so, scholars may be informed to
trace the current research interests and tackle the important
questions that remain unaddressed.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. The next
section gives a brief overview of the literature search and
identification. This is followed by review results, including
theoretical foundations, research methods, research foci, and
future directions in the literature. After that, the findings are
discussed, along with a summary of the current research
landscape of IGC and implications.
II.

LITERATURE SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION

Given the broad interests in IGC from multiple
disciplines, we searched for scholarly papers from the
following 9 databases: ACM Digital Library, Emerald
Insight, IEEE Xplore, JSTOR, PsycINFO, Science Direct,
Scopus, Web of Science, and Wiley Online Library. The
reason for selecting these databases is because these
databases contain most of the studies regarding social media
and user-generated content across different disciplines[9].

Meanwhile, past research that conducts systematic reviews
on themes regarding social media or user-generated content
also uses these databases for literature searching[10], [11].
The search process is informed by a standard technique
combining keywords with Boolean operators. The search
terms in this paper included: (“influencer” OR “influential
user” OR “celebrity” OR “opinion leader”) AND (“usergenerated content” OR “UGC” OR “social media” OR
“internet”). Only publications in the English language are
considered. Also, we collected publications from the
databases starting from 2008. This is because user-generated
content on social media has become a widely discussed topic
since 2008 [12]. We thus limited the publication date from
2008 to 2017 (10 years). Whenever more than 1,000 results
were returned, only the first 1,000 sorted based on relevance
were considered. After that, we only retained publications in
peer-reviewed conference and journal articles. In this step, a
total of 4,381 results were obtained.
These articles had to be further checked for duplicates.
There were several instances of articles obtained across
different databases. On encountering such duplicates, only
one result of the multiples records was retained. After
removing 1,243 duplicates, the remaining 3,138 results
(4,381-1,243) were retained. After that, we examined their
relevance to the influencer-generated content. For this
purpose, we checked the topic relevance of the 3,138 results
by manually reading their abstracts. Abstracts are ideal for
the purpose because they allow readers to quickly survey the
critical elements of whole articles[10], [13]. Irrelevant
results, such as those studies that did not focus on social
media influencers, were excluded from further analysis. In
this step, 128 results were retained.
Furthermore, to find more relevant articles, we conducted
a backward and forward citation analysis on a randomly
selected sample of papers in the pool[11]. For the backward
tracking, we looked at the references in the sample set and
checked if we missed any relevant articles. For the forward
tracking, we used Google Scholar to identify articles that
cited the sample set but were not in our paper pool. After
checking the relevance of all the results returned, we
obtained 167 results. Finally, the full texts of the 167 articles
(128+39) were downloaded further content analysis.
III.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF CURRENT RESEARCH

For identifying the theoretical foundations of these
articles, two coders were trained to read the pool of articles
to tease out the theories used by the articles. First, among the
pool of the articles, 47 were chosen using random sampling.
Each coder independently identified the theoretical
foundations used in a study, if applicable. The intercoder
agreements in identifying the theoretical foundations were
96%. After resolving disagreements through discussions, the
remaining articles were distributed between the coders
equally for the coding (i.e., 60 articles for each one).
For parsimony, this paper presents 5 primary
underpinning theories used by the articles, which accounts
for about 80% of those articles using theories. The theories
are namely, self-presentation theory (also known as
impression management theory in some articles), online

information processing theory, knowledge persuasion theory,
signaling theory, and warranting theory. Table I shows these
theories in respective articles and major findings.
Self-presentation theory seeks to explain why and how
people convey some information about themselves or some
images to others [14]. This theory argues that people can
intentionally present themselves to control the impressions
that others form of them in social situations [15]. Online
information processing theory refers to the mechanisms
under which online content can be created and spread among
specific networks[16]. Knowledge persuasion theory holds
that consumers’ persuasion knowledge may influence their
response to agents’ persuasion attempts in the persuasion
episodes[17]. Hence, guided by the theory, social media
influencers have to consider consumers’ persuasion
knowledge if using IGC to affect attitudes and behavioral
intentions. Signaling theory posits that signals can help to
reduce information asymmetry between social media
influencers and IGC consumers in the pre-consumption stage
[18] while warranting theory argues that social media
influencers can use ICG to improve the trustworthy of
something that they want to promote to others[19].
TABLE I.
Theory
Selfpresentation
theory
Online
informationprocessing
theory

Knowledge
persuasion
theory

Signaling
theory

Warranting
theory

IV.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF CURRENT RESEARCH
Major findings
Social media influencers tend to
profile themselves consciously in
order to establish a stable
impression on others
Social media influencers are
motivated to generated IGC by a
mix of factors including extrinsic
and intrinsic motivations, and
IGC can be transmitted through
word-of-mouths and celebrity-fan
relationship
Social media influencers are able
to employ a series of marketing
tactics that are embedded in the
content they generated (i.e., IGC)
to persuade others to engage in
certain activities
Social media influencers can
purposely or unpurposely send a
series of online visible signals
that inform others of the value of
IGC
Social media influencers can use
the IGC to promote or endorse
something, which improves its
credibility and believability

Reference as
examples
[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

RESEARCH DESIGN USED IN THE CURRENT
RESEARCH

For illustrating the research designs of these articles, a
prior codebook of two codes were developed deductively for
the first level of coding. It comprised two codes: datacollection procedure and data-analysis approach[20]. The
data-collection procedure refers to a concise statement of the

means and steps of the collection of the data used by a study.
An example of a data-collection procedure is employing a
field survey to investigate consumers’ engagement in
influencer-generated content[4]. The data-analysis approach
refers to the methods used for analyzing the data in a study.
An example of a data-analysis approach is to use structural
equation modeling to analyze the collected data [4].
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DESIGNS

Category

Dimension

Data-collection
procedures

Primary data
collection

Secondary data
collection

Data-analysis
approaches

Quantitative
analysis

Main constitute
Data collected from surveys
Data collected from interviews
Data collected from experiments
and quasi-experiments
Data collected from social media
Data collected from professional
databases
Data collected from news
coverages
Statistical analysis (descriptive
and inferential)
Mathematical simulation
Computational analysis

Qualitative
analysis

Content analysis

V.

RESEARCH FOCI AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

An inductive approach was adopted to identify the
current research foci and future research directions of these
articles. This is because the inductive content analysis allows
creating new categories for identifying different research foci
and future directions[10]. The articles were jointly coded by
two coders to derive categories for the research foci and
future directions. By employing code connection, similarities
and differences were reconciled as much as possible during
the analysis.
The inductive process helped derive three main clusters
of research foci as well as three primary research
perspectives of future directions. All had reasonable levels of
inter-coder reliability, and disagreements were addressed
through face-to-face conversation among the two coders.
We identify three clusters of research foci: (1) identifying
social media influencers, (2) investigating influencers’
motivations of creating content, and (3) assessing the social
and economic impacts of IGC. As illustrated in Fig. I,
identifying social media influencers accounts for the most
dominant cluster. However, the other two clusters—
investigating influencers’ motivation of creating content and
assessing the social and economic impacts of IGC has
attracted more scholarly attention in the last three years
(2015—2017) based on our content analysis.

Case study
Netnography

For the second level of coding, two dimensions were
used to categorize the data-collection procedures, namely,
primary data collection and secondary data collection. The
primary data are usually collected from first-hand using,
such as surveys[20]. The secondary data can be publicly
available data that are relevant to the topic being observed
[20]. Similarly, two dimensions were used to categorize the
data-analysis approaches, namely, quantitative analysis and
qualitative analysis[20]. Quantitative analysis involves
numeric measures and statistical tests to generate adequate
knowledge, while qualitative analysis is a scientific
observation and interpretation to analyze non-numerical data
[20].
We present the most used data-collection procedures and
data-analysis approaches of these articles, as shown in Table
II. In terms of data-collection procedures, we find that the
primary data collection of the articles consists of three main
methods—survey[21], interviews[7] (and experiments and
quasi-experiments[22], [23], the secondary data collection
consists of three sources—social media platforms[24],
professional databases[25] and news coverages[1].
In terms of data-analysis approaches, the quantitative
analysis of the articles includes statistical analysis[26],
mathematic simulation[27], and computational analysis[28].
The quantitative analysis includes content analysis[29], case
study[30], and netnography [31].

85
47
35
67.46%

IDENTIFYING
SOCIAL MEDIA
INFLUENCERS

37.30%

INVESTIGATING
INFLUENCERS’
MOTIVATIONS OF
CREATING
CONTENT

27.78%

ASSESSING THE
SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC
IMPACTS OF IGC

Figure 1. Research foci by keywords clustering.
Note: Percentages add to more than 100 because the research foci of some
articles had to be coded into multiple groups

We analyze the content of the articles in the parts of
limitations and future work and derived several important
research directions worthy of exploration. Three perspectives
are used to guide the future research directions of IGC.
First, from the content creator perspective, there are two
main directions—(1) to confirm and elucidate the
heterogeneity of social media influencer, and (2) to assess
the relative importance among the influencers on a given
platform. These directions help deepen the understanding of
the identified social media influencers in current research.
Second, from the content generation perspective, there
are two main directions— (1) to compare content generation
motivators between influencers and regular content creators,
and (2) to propose effective interventions to drive influencers
to generate high-quality content. These directions help

deepen the understanding of the influencers’ motivations for
creating content.
Third, from content impacts perspective, there are two
main directions—(1) to compare the impacts of IGC on
users’ engagement in a given community and purchasing
decision-making, (2) to explore IGC facilitates digital
business practices such as online products or services
promotion. These directions help deepen the understanding
of the social and economic impacts of IGC.
To delve more profound, drawing on the keywords of the
articles, we also show keywords clustering as shown in Fig.
2. Some of the most frequently occurring words include such
as “social media”, “celebrity”, “identity”, and “impact”.

Figure 2. Research foci by keywords clustering.

VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Three main findings are gleaned from this paper. First,
this study identified five underpinning theories in IGC
literature. These include self-presentation theory, online
information processing theory, knowledge persuasion theory,
signaling theory, and warranting theory. Major findings
based on these theories include: (1) social media influencers
tend to profile themselves consciously in order to establish a
stable impression on others; (2) social media influencers are
motivated to generated IGC by a mix of factors including
extrinsic and intrinsic motivations, and IGC can be
transmitted through word-of-mouths and celebrity-fan
relationship; (3) social media influencers are able to employ
a series of marketing tactics that are embedded in the content
they generated (i.e., IGC) to persuade others to engage in
certain activities; (4) social media influencers can send a
series of online visible signals that inform others of the value
of IGC; (5) Social media influencers can use the IGC to
promote or endorse something, which improves its
credibility and believability.
Second, scholars have adopted many diverse sources to
collect research data, including primary and secondary data.
For example, primary research data come from surveys,

interviews, experiments, and quasi-experiments. Secondary
research data come from related social media platforms,
professional databases, and news coverages. Also, current
research used a wide variety of data analysis approaches,
including quantitative and qualitative methods, to address the
research questions regarding IGC.
Third, current research focuses on three clusters: (1)
identifying social media influencers, (2) investigating
influencers’ motivations of creating content, and (3)
assessing the social and economic impacts of IGC.
Correspondingly, three research perspectives are adopted to
guide future directions. First, from the content creator
perspective, it is essential: (1) to confirm and elucidate the
heterogeneity of social media influencer, and (2) to assess
the relative importance among the influencers on a given
platform. Second, from the content generation perspective, it
is essential: (1) to compare content generation motivators
between influencers and regular content creators, and (2) to
propose effective interventions to drive influencers to
generate high-quality content. Third, from the content impact
perspective, it is essential: (1) to compare the impacts of IGC
on users’ engagement in a given community and purchasing
decision-making, (2) to explore IGC facilitates digital
business practices such as online products or services
promotion.
These findings can inform researchers of interest and
related marketers. For the researchers, the findings confirm
the importance of using appropriate theoretical lens to shed
light on the power of social media influencers and the
content they generated. Also, the multiple methods,
especially mixed-method designs, are encouraged to be
employed to address the unexplored questions, such as the
motivations and impacts of generating online content. For
marketers, the identified underpinning theories and proposed
future research directions can help them better understand
social media influencers and their role in brand promotions.
The findings of this paper are constrained by two
limitations, which should be acknowledged. First, scholarly
articles only in English were considered for this study.
Second, the search process did not include doctoral
dissertations. We also derived two implications from the
literature review. First, research on IGC has attracted not
only intra-disciplinary but also inter-disciplinary scholarly
attention. Different scholars from theoretical backgrounds
have collaborated to address this issue. Second, research on
IGC has used a variety of data sources and methods to
address this issue, but the mixed method designs that
combine quantitative and qualitative approaches in a single
study are still few.
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